
Haneda⇔Yokohama Minatomirai Direct

https://www.hycruise.jp

Smart Cruise Access
Travelling in a bit luxury from Haneda Airport to 
Yokohama Minatomirai by cruise ship!  
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This Price is only in October

This Price is only in October
for one-way
(including tax)

for one-way
(including tax)

1,000yen
1,000yen

for a 60-minute travel

There are plenty of

“tourism” attractions
for a 60-minute travel

There are plenty of

“tourism” attractions

You can avoid crowd of people and traffic congestion by sea trip!
You can go to Yokohama Minatomirai directly from Haneda Airport!
You can travel with no heavy luggages.
You can get the big luggages at the destination.
You can enjoy 360 degrees' views from the cruise ship while relaxing 
with elegance. You cannot experience from trains or vehicles.
You can catch business and travel information by our great Wi-fi network
You can utilize your precious time before meetings by our light meal services
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New Ac
cess

Limited Time Offer
There is a seating capacity

Limited Time Offer
There is a seating capacity



Contact details：
Implementing Organization：

KCS Co.,LTD
Tourism Planning Division, Kanto District 
Transport Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 

(℡ 080-8834-4868)

The Location of Reception

・Application to ship bound for Yokohama
・Luggage delivery*

・Application 
 to ship bound 
 for Haneda

Reception Services

How to Use / How to Apply
Apply in advance

Apply on that day

https://www.hycruise.jp

1. Haneda Airport International Terminal Arrival Lounge
    "KEIKYU TIC Haneda Airport International Terminal Station"

2. Yokohama Minatomirai 
     "Pukarisanbashi Pier"

Haneda⇔Yokohama What is Cruise Access Demonstration Operation?
The distance between Haneda Airport and Yokohama Minatomirai is directly accessed by the cruise ship.
(You can enjoy the scenery which you cannot experience by land route with no congestion. Also, you can feel relaxing atmosphere there.) 

You can leave your luggage at Haneda Airport International Terminal and we will give it to you at the destination.
(Luggage Delivery Service is only between Haneda and Yokohama.The place we can deliver your luggage is limited.For further information, 
please check the websites or ask our staff on that day.)

You can use free shuttle bus from Haneda Airport International Terminal to Haneda Airport Wharf.
There are several services such as tourism information and free drink service in the cruise ship.
After you get off at Pukarisanbashi Pier, you can see 'PACIFICO YOKOHAMA' immediately.

Operation Route
Haneda Airport International Passenger
Terminal Tour Bus Boarding Area

Haneda Airport Wharf

Yokohama Minatomirai Pukarisanbashi Pier

Free shuttle bus
Appr. 3 minutes

Cruise ship
Appr. 60 minutes

Minatomirai
（PACIFICO Yokohama）
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City of Yokohama

Kawasaki City

Ota city

Haneda Airport Wharf

Tokyo International
Airport

Pukarisanbashi Pier

Bus Station

Haneda 
Airport Port

Pukarisanbashi Pier

1.Haneda Airport International Terminal Arrival Lounge 
   "KEIKYU TIC Haneda Airport International Terminal Station"
2.Yokohama Minatomirai "Pukarisanbashi Pier"

You can apply at the following two spots. 
However, the application will be closed after it exceeds our seating capability (30 people).

・Only people who used the ship can use it
・Please check our websites for 
  information about mailing address

＊

Timetables

Haneda Airport
Wharf ⇒ Yokohama
Pukarisanbashi Pier

10/12(Sat.) 10/13(Sun.) 10/15(Tue.) 10/16(Wed.) 10/25(Fri.)

Yokohama 
Pukarisanbashi Pier

⇒ Haneda Airport Wharf
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Fare:1,000yen(including tax)
Method of payment: Credit card / 
Public transit IC cards (eg. Suica, PASMO) / Cash

※This price is only in October

You can also 
apply from here

https://www.hycruise.jphttps://www.hycruise.jp

Please check our websites for operation information.

KEIKYU TIC Pukarisanbashi Pier

operation information

The operation can be cancelled 
due to the bad weather condition. 
We will inform other means of 
transportation if the operation is 
cancelled. 

Opening times:
Weekdays 9:00 - 17:00

Reception Services


